In this paper we derive the change-of-variance function of M-estimators of scale under general contamination, thereby extending the formula in Hampel et al. (1986) . We say that an M-estimator is B-robust if its influence function is bounded, and we call it V-robust if its change-of-variance function is bounded from above. It is shown, for a natural class of M-estimators, that the general notion of V-robustness still implies B-robustness. Several classes of M-estimators are studied closely, as well as some typical examples and their interpretation.
Introduction
The inJluencefunction IF (x, S, 8') of a statistical functional S at a distribution F is defined as the kernel of a first-order von Mises derivative: For more information, see [l] . An important summary value of the influence function is the gross-error sensitivity of S at F, defined by y* = sup [IF&, S, F)I.
"
(1.5)
It measures the worst influence that a small amount of contamination can have on the value of the estimator. Therefore, a desirable feature is that y* be finite, in which case S is called B-robust (bias-robust) at F. Under certain regularity conditions, ,/k(S,, -a) is asymptotically normal with asymptotic variance
The change-of-variance function is then found by inserting (1.6) in (1.2), and the resulting expression will be given in Section 2. We then define the change-of-variance sensitivity K* as + cc if a delta function with positive factor occurs in the CVF, and otherwise as CVF(z, S, F) Ic* = "3' V(S,F)
Note that large negative values of the CVF merely point to a decrease in V, indicating a better accuracy. If K* is finite then S is called V-robust (variance-robust) at F.
The change-of-variance function of M-estimators of scale
Recall that F,(x) = F(x/a). We need the following regularity conditions on F: (Fl) F has a twice continuously differentiable densityf(with respect 'to the Lebesgue measure J.) which is symmetric around zero and satisfiesf(x) > 0 tlx E IX. 
From (1.2) and (1.6) we obtain
>I .
Note that (2.4) differs from the expression in [l] by the addition of the last term, the integral of which is zero when S(G) = i. This distinction does'not exist for location, at least in the case of odd $, as can be seen in [l, pp. 145-1461, where From here on we will assume that C(x) > 0, which is true in all practical applications. In Section 4.2 we will derive an alternative expression for C(x) which is easier to compute than (2.5).
Relation between B-robustness and V-robustness
Let us define Y-= us("o~dd, ( -IF(u,S,F)), In the theorems below we will impose that y+ 2 y-(and hence y* = y+). This is a very natural requirement for scale estimators. For instance, when discussing breakdown properties [2] , notes that y+ > y-in the more interesting cases. The opposite situation leads to implosion of the scale estimator, as well as to lower efficiency. The first theorem shows that the concept of V-robustness is stronger than the concept of B-robustness.
Theorem 1. For all x E !P with y ' > y -and C(x) 2 0, V-robustness implies B-robustness. In fact
Proof. Suppose that K* is finite and that there exists some x0 for which 
for all x > x0. Hence
-;cothand
it follows that R'(x) > P'(x) for all x 2 x0. Hence R(x) -R(xo) > P(x) -P(xo), and thus
However, the left member is positive because x(x) > b and the right member tends to -cc for x + co, a contradiction. This proves the desired inequality. 0 Proof. As x is unbounded, the estimator is not B-robust. Moreover, as the CVF behaves like x2q with a positive factor when x + co, it is not bounded from above. 0
The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) at F = @ is given by x(x) = x2 -1, obtained by putting q = 2 in (4.1). This yields
Hence IF(u, S, @) = 3 (u2 -1) with y * = 00, CVF(z, S, @) = $ (z4 -4z2 + 1) with K* = co.
Both functions are plotted in Fig. 1 . We see that the maximum likelihood estimator at @ is neither B-robust nor V-robust. For q = 1 we obtain the mean deviation with x(x) = 1x1 -& which is again neither B-robust nor V-robust. 
Computation of C(x) at the Gaussian model

Let us recall that
C(x) = 4 --A(X) f
~xWx'WW + 6
x'x"(x)dF(x). s
Theorem 6. At the Gaussian distribution F = Q we have
Proof. Denoting the density of @ by 4 we find ( -2B(X)+jb4-
•I
The Ith absolute deviation estimator (A-MAD) at the Gaussian model
Consider the Ith absolute deviation estimator (A-MAD) at First of all, we see that C(x) > 0 for all A. Secondly, the gross-error sensitivity is minimal for I = 3, which corresponds to the usual median absolute deviation (MAD). Finally, the change-ofvariance sensitivity tends to the value 2 as 3, tends to zero. However, note that for 1 < 3 we do not have the condition y+ > y-required by the theorems of Section 3.
Consider the special case of 1 = 4, which corresponds to the usual median absolute deviation at F = @, given by x(x) = sign( 1x1 -4) where 4 = @-' (3/4). This yields The MAD at @ is thus both B-robust and V-robust (see Fig. 3 ). 
The Welsch estimator at the Gaussian model
Let us consider the Welsch estimator family at F = @ given by &)=ferp( -$)db(x)-exp( -G) withd>O, and let us look at the graphs of C(x), y*(x) and K*(X) as functions of d > 0 in Fig. 4 . Also here we have C(x) > 0 for all d > 0. Secondly, the gross-error sensitivity is minimal for d = 0.666 which corresponds to the case y* = y + = y -. Finally, the change-of-variance sensitivity is smallest for d = 0.190, which corresponds to a case where y+ < y-= y*.
Conclusions
In this paper we have derived the change-of-variance function of M-estimators of scale under general contamination, in which case the additional term V(x) C(x) IF(z) arises. We have seen that it is still true that V-robustness implies B-robustness. The Lq scale estimators, which have a constant C(x), are neither B-robust nor V-robust. An alternative formula for C(x) has been obtained, and used to analyze the &MAD and the Welsch estimators.
